


STORYLINE
Only two types of people are looking for a murderer, those who seek to enforce 
the law and those who seek revenge.

SYNOPSIS
In 2010, a few days before arrival from Pope Benedict XVI to Santiago de 
Compostela, the investigation into the disappearance of the young Marta 
Labrada in the small town of Murias, brings to light the bodies of 10 women. 
The priority of Lieutenant Javier Cao and Inspector Rosa Vargas will be to find 
Marta before they can kill her ... Without imagining that they are not the only 
ones looking for the murderer.
 

LOGLINE
The disappearance of the young Marta Labrada, provides local police officer 
Eva Mayo with new clues that can help her discover the truth about her sister’s 
disappearance a few years earlier. Aware that the police will never reopen the 
case, she decides to impersonate the identity of the National Police Inspector 
Rosa Vargas to follow the new clues that will help her discover why she 
disappeared. In the investigation she will discover the tragic end of her sister, 
uncover a prostitution network in which National Police and the Civil Guard are 
involved, but above all, she will find her sister’s murderer.

FORMAT:  Series
GENRE: Drama Thriller

DURATION: 6x70’ 



On a cold night in 2010, few days before the arrival of Pope Benedict XVI to 
Santiago de Compostela, the young Marta Labrada disappears under strange 
circumstances at a gas station in Murias, a small town in Galicia.

The fear of the case appears in the media with the arrival of Pope Benedict 
XVI, this issue forces the National Police to intervene, sending the inspector 
Rosa Vargas, who has to act quickly and as stealthily as possible. Her status 
as a woman in command will soon collide with the men’s team of the search 
headquarters. The inspector will soon draw her first conclusion, someone is 
trying to make it look like Marta Labrada has run away, but her disappearance 
is only the beginning.
The search team works against the clock to find signs that will lead them to 
Marta ...

But a macabre discovery will take an unexpected turn to the investigation. The 
appearance of the corpses of 10 women buried in a field. They no longer face 
a disappearance, they are looking for  a possible serial killer.

ARGUMENTAL SYNOPSIS



The bodies found throw the first clues on the profile of the kidnapper, clues 
that will be closing the circle ... Most of the women are of African and Latin 
American origin, except one of them, Margarita Mayo, a missing 18-year-old 
girl from Vigo two years ago There is only one place in the area where African 
or Latino women live, the CLUB located 3 km away from Murias.

As the investigation progresses, the lieutenant Javier Cao will begin to distrust 
the inspector Rosa Vargas, both for her working methods and for her growing 
desire to reach the end of the case. After a week of investigation, just one day 
after investigator Rosa Vargas left the case, Javier Cao receives an anonymous 
note with Marta’s alleged whereabouts. Upon arriving at the indicated place 
and under an old abandoned building, they discover a dark cell with a woman 
held ... But to the surprise of Lieutenant Javier Cao it is not Marta Labrada, 
that woman says her name is Rosa Vargas, police investigator.. Who was the 
woman who was posing as Rosa Vargas? Who kidnapped her? Lieutenant 
Javier Cao will soon realize that the secret he has been hiding for two years 
has been discovered, that woman has found her stepbrother.

Her name is Eva Mayo and she has managed to impersonate Inspector Rosa 
Vargas for a week in order to find her sister, Margarita Mayo, disappeared 
for two years and uncover a Civil Guard corruption plot related to it is white. 
Eva has managed to find her sister’s killer, Barnabas, hidden brother of Javier 
Cao. Now time is running against him to arrive to his hiding place and prevent 
Marta from becoming his new victim. As the time for meeting the murderer 
comes face to face, Eva does not know if her main objective will be to free 
Marta Labrada or avenge her sister’s death.



JAVIER CAO

Age: 52 years old
Profession: Lieutenant of the Civil 
Guard Marital
Status: married, 2 children.

Age: 35 years 
Profession: Local Police Marital 
Status: Single. 

Javier Cao, Lieutenant of the Civil Guard 
within the region where Murias is located, 
was born in that area and knows it as the 
palm of his hand. Two years ago he moved 
to the headquarters of the region to care for 
and be close to his mother in her last days 
of life.

A tough man with dry manners and rough 
skin. The limits of the law are not the same 
everywhere and less in that place in the 
interior of Galicia, in 2010, where many times 
the balance it is above the law. To maintain 
that balance, he has the officers of his 
headquarters.

The kidnapping of Marta Labrada in her 
jurisdiction, will lead her to try to solve 
this situation as quickly as possible so that 
everything recovers her balance, without 
counting that the arrival of the researcher 
Rosa Vargas will not only doubt her 
application of the law, but that will make him 
fear for his best kept secret, his stepbrother 
Barnabas. 

This will cause Mauro to pressure him to 
find a culprit soon and prevent the police 
from discovering the network of sexual 
exploitation he runs in the region. Javier Cao 
is at a crossroads that he is not sure if he will 
succeed without breaking his balance.

Eva Mayo had always dreamed of being a cop 
and chasing the “bad guys”. Her discipline 
and talent led her to graduate as one of the 
best of her promotion... 

But the kidnapping of her little sister in 2008 
and the archiving of the cause, made her 
lose all her motivation for a system that had 
abandoned her, without manage to forget a 
single day to his sister, feeding his obsession 
to find her, to the point of isolating himself 
from the world and tormenting him for it. He 
knows that he will only be at peace when 
he finds who took his sister. The kidnapping 
and disappearance of Marta Labrada 2 years 
later, makes Eva think that it could be the 
same kidnapper of her sister, a theory that 
she will have no doubts when she hears on 
the news the discovery of a small bouquet 
of wild flowers in the place of kidnapping, 
exactly like the day his sister disappeared.

This new situation leads Eva to make a 
drastic decision if she wants to find her 
sister’s kidnapper before the Police or the 
Civil Guard and be able to avenge her: kidnap 
Inspector Rosa Vargas on the way to Murias 
to collaborate in Marta Labrada’s case and 
impersonate her. She doesn’t have much 
time before they discover her, but she is sure 
that it will be enough to find him... what she 
doesn’t know is whether killing him will really 
end her sadness.

EVA MAYO



BERNABE

Age: 45 years 
Profession: Psycho
Marital status: Single

Age: 38 years old
Profession: civil guard / pimp
Marital status: Single

Bernabe is the son no one would like to 
have. His mental problems and being the 
result of an extramarital relationship they 
condemned him to live hidden, especially 
when he murdered to a young woman she 
fell in love with at a gas station, Margarita. 
His stepbrother promised his mother that 
he would take care of him and he did, he 
protected him despite knowing the monster 
he was hiding.

He lives confined in a basement but 
sometimes manages to escape and, when he 
does, the consequences are deadly.

He always knew that he wanted to have 
power and that is why he entered the Civil 
Guard. His problem is that he is a volatile, 
violent and unscrupulous man. 

“Belonging to the Civil Guard and knowing 
the secret of Bernabe, step-brother of 
Lieutenant Cao, gave him freedom to operate 
freely and that is why he decided to set up a 
plot of sexual exploitation in the region.”

The kidnapping of Marta Labrada, and the 
arrival of Rosa Vargas in the area, causes 
the issue to be discovered, so he will try to 
find, without success, a culprit as soon as 
possible, Angel. But when his plan fails and 
the bodies of 10 dead women are discovered 
in his network of sexual exploitation, he will 
press Javier Cao to get rid of Rosa Vargas if 
he does not want him to bring to light where 
his half-brother Bernabe hides.

MAURO



THE SUCCES

El sabor de las margaritas: La premiada 
serie policial gallega que cautiva en Netflix.

El sabor de las margaritas’, la serie gallega 
que arrasa en Reino Unido.

Cómo ‘El sabor de las margaritas’, un noir 
en gallego, triunfó en Netflix.

¿Conoces el ‘thriller’ gallego que triunfa en 
Reino Unido?

Lenguaje Original
Galician

Doblada 
Español Castellano

Arabic (ar)
Czech (cs)
Danish (da)
Dutch (nl)
English (en)
English (en)
Finnish (fi)
French (fr)
German (de)
Greek (el)

Hebrew (he)
Hungarian (hu)
Indonesian (id)
Italian (it)
Japanese (ja)
Korean (ko)
Norwegian (nb)
Polish (pl)
Portuguese (Brazil) (pt-BR)
Portuguese (pt)

Romanian (ro)
Russian (ru)
Simplified Chinese (zh-Hans)
Spanish Castilian (es-ES)
Swahili (sw)
Swedish (sv)
Thai (th)
Traditional Chinese (zh-Hant)
Turkish (tr)
Vietnamese (vi)

Subtitulada

THANKS TO ITS SUCCESS, IT HAS BEEN 
SUBTITLED IN MORE THAN 25 LANGUAGES ON 

THE NETFLIX PLATFORM.

El sabor de las margaritas: ¿Netflix 
renovará la serie para una temporada 2?

http://finde.latercera.com/series-y-peliculas/el-sabor-de-las-margaritas-serie-netflix/
https://www.ecartelera.com/noticias/el-sabor-de-las-margaritas-serie-gallega-arrasa-reino-unido-53922/
https://fueradeseries.com/el-sabor-de-las-margaritas-noir-gallego-triunfo-en-netflix-366cc855ae4b
https://mx.hola.com/actualidad/20191210155990/sabor-margaritas-exito-netflix-gt/
https://laprensa.peru.com/espectaculos/noticia-sabor-margaritas-tendra-temporada-2-netflix-nuevos-episodios-ficha-tv-nnda-nnlt-87091


Original Language- Galician
Dubbed Audio and Audio Description- Castilian Spanish

Subtitles- 
Arabic (ar)
Czech (cs)
Danish (da)
Dutch (nl)

English (en)
English (en)
Finnish (fi)
French (fr)

German (de)
Greek (el)

Hebrew (he)
Hungarian (hu)
Indonesian (id)

Italian (it)
Japanese (ja)
Korean (ko)

Norwegian (nb)
Polish (pl)

Portuguese (Brazil) (pt-BR)
Portuguese (pt)
Romanian (ro)
Russian (ru)

Simplified Chinese (zh-Hans)
Spanish Castilian (es-ES)

Swahili (sw)
Swedish (sv)

Thai (th)
Traditional Chinese (zh-Hant)

Turkish (tr)
Vietnamese (vi)

LANGUAGES AVAILABLE IN THE 
NETFLIX PLATFORM
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